Noninvasive Acoustic Cell Trapping in a Microfluidic Perfusion System for Online Bioassays
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Techniques for manipulating, separating, and trapping particles and cells are highly desired in today’s bioanalytical and biomedical field. The microfluidic chip-based acoustic noncontact trapping method earlier developed within the group now provides a flexible platform for performing cell- and particle-based assays in continuous flow microsystems. An acoustic standing wave is generated in etched glass channels (600 × 61 μm²) by miniature ultrasonic transducers (550 × 550 × 200 μm³). Particles or cells passing the transducer will be trapped and levitated in the center of the channel without any contact with the channel walls. The maximum trapping force was calculated to be 430 ± 135 pN by measuring the drag force exerted on a single particle levitated in the standing wave. The temperature increase in the channel was characterized by fluorescence measurements using rhodamine B, and levels of moderate temperature increase were noted. Neural stem cells were acoustically trapped and shown to be viable after 15 min. Further evidence of the mild cell handling conditions was demonstrated as yeast cells were successfully cultured for 6 h in the acoustic trap while being perfused by the cell medium at a flow rate of 1 μL/min. The acoustic microchip method facilitates trapping of single cells as well as larger cell clusters. The noncontact mode of cell handling is especially important when studies on nonadherent cells are performed, e.g., stem cells, yeast cells, or blood cells, as mechanical stress and surface interaction are minimized. The demonstrated acoustic trapping of cells and particles enables cell- or particle-based bioassays to be performed in a continuous flow format.

The global industrial standard for large-scale cell-based assays utilizes the 96 or 384 microtiter plate format. Transparent microtiter plate well arrays enable high-throughput optical readout. A frequently raised question in regards to well-based cell assays is the relevance of this model system as compared to the corresponding biological in vivo situation. A major concern relates to the metabolic turnover of the well-based system as no continuous exchange of metabolites and nutrients prevail, unlike the in vivo situation. In regards to this, it has been expressed that it is difficult to control the microenvironment within the wells, especially for slowly growing organisms that require long incubation times. Another aspect is the fact that microtiter plates are not ideal when working with nonadherent cells, which are better processed in a wall-less environment.

It has been demonstrated that cell assays are preferably performed using perfusion-based systems, since they ensure a stable microenvironment by providing fresh nutrients and removing metabolites. Perfusion systems have now been improved by miniaturization, which has resulted in, for instance, smaller sample volumes, higher sensitivity, faster readouts, and excellent fluid control. By moving cell assays down to the microscale, the laminar flows within the microfluidic channels provide controlled transportation of cells, analytes, and cell medium. Furthermore, the overall cell consumption can be lowered since techniques exist that enable handling of a few or single objects. Finally, microfluidic systems can be automated and are more easily integrated with further analysis steps.

However, to be able to perform assays in a perfusing system a technique for controlled trapping or holding of the cells in a flow is needed, allowing the execution of a given set of chemical and/or microfluidic unit operations. This can be performed by seeding cells on the bottom of microfluidic culture wells or channels or by using a contact method, e.g., patch—clamp. Alternatively, noncontact methods for levitating objects within a
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microfluidic environment can be employed, which is especially advantageous for nonadherent cells. For multistep assays, either several trapping sites are required or a fluidic system that not only allows for fast fluid exchange but also for rapid transport of the particles/cells between trapping sites without losses. It is also important to be able to address each trapping site with individual fluids so as to avoid any contamination or carryover from earlier steps.

Presently, several techniques that all rely on different physical phenomena are used to concentrate and trap cells, many of which are well suited for integration in a miniaturized system. These techniques include optical tweezers, dielectrophoretic trapping, and methods based on ultrasonic fields. Optical tweezers were developed by Ashkin in the 1970s and use a focused laser beam to create forces, originating from the photon radiation pressure, sufficiently strong to trap and hold a micrometer-sized particle or cell. By calibrating the system it can be used for quantitative measurements of biological forces on a cellular level. The trapped object can be translated with extremely high precision, and by rapidly scanning the laser beam between different positions, several particles or cells can be held by a single laser beam. Although optical tweezers is a high-precision technique, it can only be used on a limited number of cells, and the position of the cell needs to be known in advance. To trap and hold larger cell clusters would demand a higher number of lasers leading to a very complex system. Care must also be taken to avoid absorption of laser light by trapped cells, since this may result in a dramatic temperature increase and cell damage. The forces acting on the trapped object are in the vicinity of 100 pN depending on the intensity of the laser beam.

Dielectrophoretic trapping utilizes a nonuniform electric field that exerts an electrostatic force on polarizable particles or cells. The particles can either be moved toward the high-intensity parts of the field, i.e., positive dielectrophoresis, or toward the low, i.e., negative dielectrophoresis. This differential reaction to a field can be used for trapping combined with separation and preconcentration. The effect of the dielectrophoretic forces is decided by the electrode shape and layout, as shown by Duschl et al. This enables a multitude of particle manipulation tasks to be performed on the same chip by defining varying electrode characteristics in the channels. Although it is a very versatile technique, it requires polarization of the manipulated object.

Moreover, to design the system correctly, the frequency at which the object will experience positive or negative dielectrophoresis must also be known. There is also a risk of cell damage from the stress induced by the electrical field or joule heating if care is not taken when designing the system. The applied forces are typically in the range of a couple of hundred pico-Newtons.

The ultrasonic techniques usually use an ultrasonic standing wave to create a pressure node that will attract particles or cells. As with dielectrophoresis, a cell can experience either an attractive or repulsive acoustic force depending on its material parameters. This can be used either to trap objects locally over an ultrasonic transducer, concentrate them within a fluidic channel, or separate different types of objects from each other. Ultrasound has been used for many years in macroscale resonators using rather low frequencies, thus resulting in low trapping forces and without the advantage of the microfluidic networks. The effect of the acoustic pressure on cells in ultrasonic traps at moderate frequencies has also been studied extensively.

Integrating an array of miniature ultrasonic transducers in a microfluidic channel, matched for operations in the 10 MHz regime, will give localized trapping with a high trapping force compared to that of the macroscale systems commonly working at lower frequencies. Advanced fluid control by means of integrated microfluidics makes it possible to create a perfusion-based system with individually addressable trapping sites that can handle small populations of cells in a noncontact mode. The basic characteristics of such a system were described by Lilliehorn and co-workers in 2005, targeting controlled trapping of microbeads and perfusion-based bioassays.

We now demonstrate that the further developed acoustic trapping platform also is capable of handling live cells. The overall system design is improved by integrating the channel and the reflector into a single glass unit. This results in high geometric precision, which is essential in a resonant system. The trapping force was calculated using a single trapped particle in a fluid flow. Accurate temperature control in the trap was accomplished by characterizing the power dissipation in relation to the transducer driving voltage. The question whether the employed acoustic field is influencing cells negatively was addressed by a viability test of trapped neural stem cells and by culturing yeast cells for 6 h.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Acoustic Forces.** When an object enters an acoustic standing wave a force will act on it, forcing it to either the pressure node or the pressure antinode depending on the material parameters. The primary radiation force (F_{PRF}, see the inset in Figure 1a) acting on a compressible sphere in an acoustic standing wave field
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was described by King and Gorkov and can be seen in eq 1:

$$F_{\text{PRF}} = -\frac{\pi P_0^2 V \rho_0}{2\lambda} \sin \left( \frac{4\pi z}{\lambda} \right) \left( \frac{5\rho_p - 2\rho_0}{2\rho_p + \rho_0} \right) \frac{\beta_p}{\beta_0}$$

The equation is based on a spherical particle with volume $V$, compressibility $\beta_p$, and density $\rho_p$ suspended in a fluid with compressibility $\beta_0$ and density $\rho_0$. The particle is situated in an acoustic standing wave with wavelength $\lambda$ and will experience a force that will increase with higher frequency or larger volume. Most microparticles and cell types will be forced to the pressure nodes by the primary radiation force, whereas, for instance, lipid particles will be drawn to the pressure antinodes. Most microparticles and cell types will be forced to the pressure nodes by the primary radiation force, whereas, for instance, lipid particles will be drawn to the pressure antinodes.31 The primary radiation force can, depending on the device design, either be used to position objects or to trap them.32

Whereas the primary radiation force will move the particles into the pressure node, see the inset in Figure 1, it does not prevent the particles from moving laterally within the nodal plane itself. Lateral forces ($F_{\text{LAT}}$), arising due to spatial variations in the pressure field and acoustic streaming,33,34 will, however, keep the particles positioned at stable positions within the nodal plane. The actual trapping position are governed by the local pressure distribution over the transducer, as shown by Lilliehorn et al.35

An inverted 3D image showing the simulated local pressure minima over the transducer, i.e., the trapping positions, is shown in Figure 1b. There are also secondary forces,35 created by pressure waves being reflected on particles, that drive the particles to form clusters, helping to stabilize the trapped objects. Thus, the trapped particles will form patterns consisting of clusters positioned at or close to the local pressure minima. The lateral distribution of the clusters will change depending on the frequency and amount of particles being trapped.

Acoustic Resonator Design and Fluidic Channel Fabrication. The microfluidic device is composed of a base plate of a printed circuit board, PCB, providing electrical connection to the ultrasonic transducers. An array of three in-house-developed miniature PZT transducers,36 550 x 550 x 200 $\mu$m$^3$, is mounted on the PCB and cast in epoxy as illustrated in Figure 1. A glass

**Figure 1.** (a) Side-view schematic of the microfluidic device. The glass reflector with etched fluidic channels is clamped to the PCB holding the transducer. Cells infused into the chip are trapped in the ultrasonic standing wave formed in the channel. The acoustic forces focus the cells into clusters in the center of the channel as illustrated in the inset. (b) Since the trapping occurs close to the transducer surface, the actual trapping sites are given by the near-field pressure distribution as shown in the 3D image. Cells will be trapped in clusters around the local pressure minima creating different patterns depending on the amount of cells trapped. The peaks in the graph correspond to the pressure minima.
lid with etched microchannels, 600 μm wide and 61 μm deep, is placed on the PCB and acts as a matched acoustic reflector and provides optical access to the trapping sites. The complete assembly of the acoustic device is shown in Figure 2. Silicone tubings, 1 mm i.d., provide fluidic connections to standard 1.58 mm o.d. Teflon tubings on the back side of the PCB, allowing for particle or cell injections assisted by a pressure-driven carrier flow. Channels orthogonal to the main channel enable individual perfusion of each trapping site, see Figure 2d.

To form a standing wave with a pressure node in the center of the channel, the depth of the channel is typically designed to be a half-wavelength. The reflector should be an odd multiple of a quarter of a wavelength in order to achieve a completely reflected wave. The device used in viability and trapping experiments was designed to work at the transducer resonance of 12.4 MHz giving the fluidic channels a depth of 61 μm to create a λ/2 resonator in water and thus creating the trapping zone in the center of the channel. For the device used in the temperature measurements the drive frequency differed slightly, due to slight individual variations for transducers and channel structures.

The microfluidic device, earlier described by Lillicorn et al., used spin-coated and photolithography-patterned polymeric materials, SU-8 and polyimide, to define the microfluidic channels. These materials showed problems with swelling when subjected to prolonged exposure to ultrasound and water. The swelling changed the channel depth, resulting in a mismatched acoustic resonance system. As a consequence, a loss in trapping efficiency was seen over time. Furthermore, it was difficult to achieve the submicrometer precision needed to be able to match the channel depth to the frequency of the desired ultrasound.

In this paper wet etching of the channels in glass was rather used, which provided the good reproducibility and high level of dimensional control required. Thereby, long-term operation of the microfluidic acoustic trapping system was enabled, which was crucial for the cell culturing experiments performed.

**Instrumentation.** An Agilent 33120A waveform generator was used to actuate the transducers with a sinusoidal signal at 12.4 MHz and an amplitude of 7 Vpp. All cell pictures were taken with a Hamamatsu ORCA CCD on an Olympus BX51WI fluorescence microscope. The fluid was driven by a SP210IWZ syringe pump (World Precision Instruments, Inc., Sarasota, FL) using Hamilton glass syringes. The fluorescence temperature measurements were performed with an inverted Nikon TE2000 epifluorescence microscope and an SE6 Monochrome CCD camera.

**Particle Trapping Efficiency.** The trapping performance of the device with respect to particle size and trapping efficiency has been evaluated using polystyrene particles ranging in size from 0.87 to 10 μm in diameter.

High trapping efficiency is important when manipulating cells in samples with low abundance. In acoustic applications the trapping efficiency is essentially given by the percentage of injected cells collected in the acoustic trap. In a design where side channels are used there is always a risk of losing some cells which bypass the trapping area, due to the widening flow profile in the side-channel intersection. Therefore, by hydrodynamically focusing the sample flow at the inlet, the overall trapping efficiency can be improved by directing the cell sample over the center of the transducer.

To determine the effect of hydrodynamic focusing on the trapping efficiency, a particle suspension was infused into the chip with and without hydrodynamic focusing. The number of particles passing the transducer was manually counted while a sample, containing approximately 2000 particles, was infused at two
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**(Figure 2.** Microfluidic acoustic resonator is based on a PCB with three miniature PZT transducers, 550 × 550 μm² (a). The PCB provides fluidic and electric connections to the transducers. A glass lid with microfluidic channels placed over the PCB defines the resonator cavity over each transducer (b), and the entire assembly is fixed by a brass holder (c). A schematic of the channels with the transducers, i.e., trapping sites, marked with gray (d).)
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different flow rates. The hydrodynamically focused injection used two different sample injection flow rates, 1 and 3 µL/min, and a focusing flow of 3 µL/min. The unfocused injection used a sample injection flow of 1 and 3 µL/min and no focusing flow. The particles used were 10 µm polystyrene beads in a suspension of MilliQ water with 20% glycerol added to reduce sedimentation. The particles were injected for 30 s using the lower flow rates and for 20 s using the higher flow rate. For each flow rate the experiment was repeated six times, and the mean and standard deviation were calculated.

**Trapping Force.** In order to compare the ultrasonic trapping to other trapping techniques the lateral trapping force was measured. The lateral forces acting on the trapped objects will determine the maximum useable fluid velocities.

By relating the drag force exerted from the fluid flow to the retaining ultrasonic force a measure of the lateral trapping force was provided. A similar method was used by Tuziuti et al. showing good agreement with theory.

The drag force acting on a single spherical particle in a laminar flow is described by Stoke’s law, eq 2,

\[ F = 6\pi\mu D_p v \]  

where \( \mu \) denotes the fluid viscosity, \( D_p \) is the particle diameter, and \( v \) is the fluid velocity.

The particle Reynolds number was calculated to be around 10^{-8}, which is very well below the limit of 2, making the use of Stoke’s law valid.

To relate the trapping force to the drag force a very dilute particle suspension was injected using hydrodynamic focusing. A single 10 µm particle was trapped at an initial flow of 1 µL/min (0.42 mm/s) as specified by a syringe pump. After the particle was trapped the particle injection flow was switched off. The focusing flow was increased in steps of 1 µL/min until the particle was pulled away from the trapping site, i.e., when the fluidic drag force exceeded the lateral trapping force. The maximum linear flow velocity was calculated from the volume flow with the channel cross section and the parabolic flow profile taken into account. The trapping was performed at a frequency of 12.4 MHz and an amplitude of 7 Vpp. The drag force was calculated for the last fluid velocity at which the particle was still trapped and used as a measure of the lateral acoustic force on the particle.

**Temperature Measurements.** Sudden temperature changes or prolonged exposure to too low or too high temperatures may cause irreversible harm to live cells. During activation of the transducers, the piezoelectric material displays mechanical and dielectric losses which may cause a temperature rise in the fluidic channel through thermal conduction. Absorption of the acoustic energy in the fluid layer will also yield a temperature rise in the channel. The temperature increase in the fluid channel was evaluated as a function of the driving voltage at the transducer resonance frequency.

By using a temperature-dependent fluorescent dye, an accurate temperature sensing can be achieved in microfluidic systems without affecting the ultrasonic field. Rhodamine B was used due to the easy handling and high-temperature sensitivity in the interval of 0–120 °C. A calibration curve was generated by measuring the fluorescent intensity in the channel at a set of temperatures and calculating the median gray-scale intensity in each image. A linear curve fit was made in the region of 0–13 °C temperature increase relative to a reference temperature of 24.8 °C. The measured parameter is the average temperature data in the channel. To be able to account for parameters that may vary over time, such as lamp intensity, the image median were normalized to room-temperature data.

A solution of 0.1 mM rhodamine B was infused at 0.5 µL/min into the system, and the fluorescent readout was monitored during ultrasonic radiation using a fluorescent microscope (Inverted Nikon TE2000 epifluorescence microscope, Hg lamp, SE6 Monochrome CCD camera, Spot Software, 30× objectives, and 8 bit images). During calibration, a Peltier element was used to heat the chip and was mounted on the brass holder in contact with the glass channel. The device was embedded in polymer foam to minimize heat losses. A thermocouple type K (Pentronic G/G-36K) was mounted with silicone paste (Wacker silicone heat sink paste P12) in contact with the channel for temperature readings on a thermometer display (Line Seiki thermometer TC-1200, with a resolution of 0.1 °C). After activating the transducer, a stable temperature was observed for 2 min before opening the aperture and recording an image. A linear fit was made within the temperature region of 0–11 °C of temperature increase, and the standard deviation within this region was 0.3 °C.

The temperature increase in the channel due to power dissipation from the transducer can, as a first approximation, be described by Fourier’s law which assumes a linear relation between heat flow, \( G \), and a temperature difference, \( AT \), over a given distance:

\[ G = -k \frac{\Delta T}{\Delta x} \]

where \( k \) is the thermal conductivity [J m\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)]. If the power dissipation from the transducer will be conductively transported through the fluid and the temperature at the reflector surface is constant, then the relation between the power dissipation and the temperature increase in the channel will be linear.

The temperature response on a voltage change is expected to be quadratic since a quadratic voltage dependence is found for the acoustic power from a transducer as well as for mechanical and dielectric losses under the assumption that nonlinearities in the material are ignored.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Particle Trapping Efficiency. The trapping was very weak using 0.87 μm particles, whereas 1.8 μm particles and larger were easily trapped. This corresponds well to eq 1, stating that larger particles experience a larger trapping force, making them easier to trap. The largest particle diameter possible to handle in a half-wavelength resonator is practically determined by the geometrical dimensions of the microfluidic channels.

A comparison between a hydrodynamically focused and an unfocused dye injection can be seen in Figure 3. The use of hydrodynamic focusing made it possible to direct the sample inlet over the center of the transducer. This avoids loss of particles that bypass the trapping area due to the widening flow profile in the side-channel intersection. Further, the risk of losing particles has experimentally been seen to be higher when the trapping occurs near the edges of the transducer.

Generally, the trapping efficiency is very high for all cases, see Table 1. However, an increase in the number of lost particles can be seen in the case without focusing, and at higher flow rates the advantage of the focused sample injection is more apparent. The particles not trapped at the higher flow rates passed the transducer at the side-channel intersection. Further, the risk of losing particles has experimentally been seen to be higher when the trapping occurs near the edges of the transducer.

Table 1. Influence of Hydrodynamic Focusing on the Trapping Efficiency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>no. of particles lost</th>
<th>no. of particles lost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with focusing</td>
<td>without focusing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low flow</td>
<td>1.33 ± 1.97</td>
<td>26.8 ± 13.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high flow</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.82</td>
<td>62.8 ± 13.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A sample containing approximately 2000 particles was infused into the device. The number of particles passing the transducer was manually counted with and without hydrodynamic focusing. When a focused injection was used, a clear improvement was noted, which was even more pronounced at higher flow rates.

Biological Material. To investigate how cells respond to being suspended in the high-frequency ultrasonic standing wave, three cell experiments were performed.

An initial cell-trapping experiment was performed using spleen cells from rats, fluorescently marked using acridine orange.

The yeast strain, *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* UMR 106 (MATα LEU2-VENUS ade2-1 can1-100 his3-11,15 ura3-1 lys2-deletion), from U. Mortensen's collection (Technical University of Denmark, Denmark) was used in the subsequent cell culturing experiment. This yeast strain has an ORF coding for yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) (Venus) attached in frame to the LEU2 gene. To achieve maximal signal strength from the yeast cells, the defined synthetic cell medium without leucin, SC-Leu, was used. The trapped cells were perfused with the cell medium at a rate of 1 μL/min, and images of the cell cluster were taken every hour during 6 h.

The cells used in the viability assay were a rat neural stem cell line from embryonic hippocampus, HiB5-GFP, genetically modified to express green fluorescent protein (GFP). The cell medium used was standard phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBS) with a pH of 7.4. After 15 min of PBS perfusion, a viability marker, acridine orange, was supplied through an orthogonal side channel, testing the cell cluster for viability while still suspended in the acoustic trap. Fluorescent images were taken before and after the perfusion of the viability marker to determine whether or not it had migrated into the cells.

**Figure 3.** (a) Schematic setup for focusing the particle or cell flow over the transducer center. In (b) the flow profile of an unfocused dye infused over the transducer (outlined) can be seen, and in (c) the dye is hydrodynamically focused and is kept over the transducer center. A focused cell injection prevents loss of cells due to the widened flow profile at the channel cross section.

**Figure 4.** Measured temperature increase relative to room temperature in the fluid volume above the transducer surface as a function of the squared drive. The linear curve fit confirms the expected quadratic behavior of the power loss terms.

the transducer. The depth-wise position of each particle was given by the pressure node in the center of the channel. The lateral position of the studied particles was visually confirmed to be in the same near-field pressure node. The trapping force was calculated using eq 2 with the fluid velocity noted immediately before the bead disappeared from the trap.

The acoustic trapping force can be compared to optical tweezers, which usually works in the 100 pN range, and dielectrophoretic devices that work in the ranges of 400–500 pN. Direct comparisons between the different techniques are however not possible since the material parameters and device design strongly affect the forces.

**Temperature Measurements.** Increasing the driving voltage resulted in an accelerated temperature increase as expected, and the quadratic behavior between temperature increase and voltage corresponded well to theory, see Figure 4. At a drive voltage of 7 Vpp, at which level several transducers showed good trapping with 5 μm polystyrene particles, the temperature increase was 7.2 °C yielding an absolute temperature of 30.0 °C.

Since the temperature increase is dependent on the voltage over the transducer, it is possible to tune the channel temperature to a certain degree by changing the actuation amplitude of the transducer. This can be used to create microenvironments suitable for many cell types using the same device.

**Cell Experiments.** Three types of live cell experiments were performed to study the possibility of carrying out live cell assays. The first experiment was conducted with spleen cells from rats and was primarily aimed at trapping and holding live cells in the acoustic standing wave. The cells were trapped instantaneously as the ultrasound was activated while perfused by buffer. Part of the trapping area, showing three trapped cell clusters, can be seen in Figure 5. As the ultrasound was deactivated the cells were immediately released and removed from the trapping site by the
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**Figure 5.** Subsection of the trapping area showing trapped clusters of rat spleen cells that are held against a fluid flow to investigate cell-trapping behavior. The cells were fluorescently marked with acridine orange to improve visibility.

**Figure 6.** Growth of YFP-expressing yeast cells, UMR106, trapped in the acoustic device while being perfused with cell medium. The images show the increase of the number of cells in the cell cluster after 1–6 h of cultivation. The successful growth indicates that the cell proliferation is not affected by the high-frequency acoustic radiation. The horseshoe-shaped pattern is caused by the cells clustering in the near-field pattern.

**Figure 7.** Viability assay on a cluster of acoustically trapped neural stem cells, HiBS-GFP, modified to express green fluorescent protein, GFP. The cells were exposed to 15 min of continuous ultrasonic radiation and were then perfused with acridine orange through the side channels as a test for viability. In (a) the cells are shown shortly after being trapped, and in (b) the cells have been subjected to 15 min of continuous ultrasonic radiation in the trap, after which they were perfused with acridine orange. The acridine orange has migrated into the cells, indicating a viable cell cluster. The exposure time of the camera is approximately 6 times longer in (a), demonstrating the dramatic fluorescence increase of the cells after acridine orange resorption in (b). Only a very small shape and rotational change of the cell cluster can be seen after 15 min of trapping.
buffer flow, showing that the trapping did not occur at the channel walls. Thus, a continuously perfused noncontact cell trapping was accomplished.

In the second experiment, yeast cells expressing yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) under the control of the LEU2 gene promoter were maintained and grown in the acoustic trap for 6 h to ensure that no long-term effects resulted from the acoustic forces on live cells. The cells were continuously perfused with the cell medium to promote growth, and images were taken every hour for 6 h, see Figure 6. The successful cell growth clearly indicates that the acoustic environment does not affect the cell proliferation. Therefore, it can be anticipated that this device can be used to study proliferation of cells as a function of different media. For example, a study of the response time of yeast cells to changes in their microenvironment could be performed.

Finally, a viability test was performed on acoustically levitated neural stem cells, HiB5-GFP, see Figure 7. The cells were trapped and exposed to acoustic forces for 15 min. The viability test was performed while the cells were still suspended in the standing wave by administrating acridine orange through the side channel. The cells showed no perceptible damage from the acoustic radiation and responded well to the viability test, as indicated by the increase in fluorescence caused by the active transport of the acridine orange into the cells.

The cell experiments indicate that the ultrasonic environment within the standing wave does no perceptible harm to live cells. Future work will include longer acoustic exposure combined with the exposure to different media and analysis of the mutability effect.

CONCLUSIONS

Noncontact trapping and retention of cells in microfluidic networks by means of acoustic standing wave forces are demonstrated as a platform for perfusion-based cell handling and assaying. The current improvements of the described acoustic trapping microfluidic platform provide stable resonator dimensions over extended periods of operation. A key feature is the manufacturing of the microfluidic channels directly in the glass reflector layer, thus avoiding the use of photolithography-defined polymer gaskets that may undergo swelling during the experiments. This now enables longer periods of stable operation of the noncontact acoustic particle/cell trapping platform as demonstrated in the cell culturing experiment over 6 h. The temperature measurements indicate that the thermal environment in the acoustic trap is at a level where no negative effects are expected on cell behavior. The viability tests verify that the acoustic intensities used give no indication of being harmful to the cells, but this will have to be confirmed by extended studies, including gene expression profile analysis.

In future work, the possibility of single-cell trapping will enable the study of growth and response of single cells under the influence of various environmental conditions as set by the perfusing fluids. We are currently targeting further studies in noncontact microfluidically controlled cell-based assays. The upscaling to multiple trapping sites in an array format will further provide the ability to either generate statistical data on multiple identical experiments or the possibility to run screening protocols with concentration gradients of a given substance. It will also enable efficient analysis of the cell response to different substances from a library. A further outlook is to link this cell-based trapping and chemostimulation platform to the nanoproteomic chip technologies developed earlier in our group, enabling differential protein expression mapping of small cell populations due to the integrated and confined microfluidic format.
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